
WEIGHING AND BATCHING SYSTEMSP-WS

P-WS 4 SET
P-WS LOAD
P-WS UNLOAD
P-WS   3 PRODUCTS - 12 FORMULAS
P-WS   6 PRODUCTS - 12 FORMULAS
P-WS 14 PRODUCTS -   9 FORMULAS

CARATTERISTICHE TECNICHE TECHNICAL FEATURES
POWER SUPPLY
POWER CONSUMPTION
NUMBER OF LOAD CELLS IN PARALLEL  
LOAD CELL SUPPLY 
INTERNAL DIVISIONS
DISPLAY RANGE
MEASURING RANGE
READING RESOLUTION
CONVERSION RATE
RELAYS LOGICAL OUTPUTS
LOGICAL INPUTS
HUMIDITY (condensate free) 
STORAGE TEMPERATURE
WORKING TEMPERATURE

wall mounting version (IP64)

 over 10000 divisions the weight will restart from zero and will blink to indicate that the above mentioned value has been surpassed

The P-WS systems are composed by:
Weight indicator in DIN box (96 x 96 x 65 mm, drilling template 91 x 91 mm) 
for panel mounting.
IP64 front panel protection.
Five-key keyboard.
Four-digit semialphanumeric display (20mm h), 7 segment LED.

Wall mounting version (IP64): dimensions 98x125x75 mm.

It is possible to connect P-WS to a 24 columns serial printer (page 189) and/
or RD (data recorder on memory, page 188). 

- Mod. P-WS 6 PRODUCTS includes an 8-relay module (80 x 160 x height 
60 mm) 115 VAC 2A.

- Mod. P-WS 14 PRODUCTS includes  two 8-relay modules (80 x 160 x height 
60 mm, 80 x 120 x height 60 mm) 115 VAC 2A.

THEORETICAL CALIBRATION is performed via the keyboard.

PASSWORD: It is possible to enable an internal parameter to protect the 
access to the calibration and constants programming.
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WEIGHT INDICATOR 4 outputs - 2 inputs P-WS 4 SET

OPTIONS ON REQUEST:

- E: 12 groups selection by 4 setpoint from external contacts

- EC: 12 groups selection by 4 setpoint from selector switch

- EC2: Selection 2 x 12 groups by 4 setpoint from selector switch

- Power Supply 12 VDC

- Power Supply 24 VDC

- Wall mounting version (IP64)

Main functions

- 4 set-point and hysteresis values setting via  keyboard.
- Peak Holder memorization by closing the Peak contact.
- Decimal point: possible positions xxxx; xxx.x; xx.xx; x.xxx
- It is possible to select the contacts as Normally Open or Normally Closed.
- On request it is possible to print: weight value, set-point values, constants.
- Relays may change state according to either the displayed peak value.

Operation:
When the weight reaches the set-point value programmed in the constants, 
the condition of relay changes and the relative led light up. When the weight 
falls below the set-point value, the relay changes and the relative led switches 
o  , taking into account the hysteresis value set in the constants.
If the PEAK function is enabled in the constants, by closing the peak input 
the instrument will memorize the maximum value reached.
The operator can select whether the relay condition changes for the peak value 
displayed or according to the e  ective weight (constants programming).
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MONOPRODUCT BATCHING (LOAD/UNLOAD)P-WS CARICO/SCARICO

P-WS LOAD 12 Formulas
P-WS UNLOAD 12 Formulas

OPTIONS ON REQUEST:

- E: 12 formulas selection from external selector switch

- EC: 12 formulas selection from external selector switch

- EC2: Selection 2 x 12 formulas from external selector switch

- Power Supply 12 VDC

- Power Supply 24 VDC

Main functions
- 12 formula memorization with set and preset.                                          
- Sole tolerance value setting for all formulas.
- “Tapping” function: It is possible to select the slow-on and slow-o   times. 
- Consumption memorization x 10, x 100, x 1000.
- Current batching can be interrupted via keyboard or external contact.
- On request, possibility of printing constants, formulas and consumption from 

keyboard. Automatic printing of batching data at the end of every cycle. 
- In the event of a power failure during batching, the microprocessor resumes 

batching from the point of interruption.
- Pause of the batching by the keyboard. 
- It is possible to program max 9999 batching cycles by keyboard.
- Automatic fall calculated after one or more batching cycles. 
- Only for LOAD version: It is possible to execute the autotare after one or 

more batching cycles selectable by operator.
- Only for UNLOAD version: Automatic loading is possible according to 

minimum and max weight values.

Operation: By closing the start contact or by pressing the DOSA key the 
microprocessor starts the batching.
LOAD: PWS veri es that the weight is lower than the min. weight set, it 
executes the autotare and closes Set and Preset contacts. When the weight 
reaches the preset value the relative contact opens, and once it reaches the 
set value minus the fall value the Set contact opens. When the pause time 
has elapsed (max 999.9 sec.) it memorizes consumption and closes the cycle 
end contact, sending the batching data to the printer (if available). When the 
weight reaches the min. weight (unloading) and after the safe emptying time 
is over (max 999.9 sec.) the microprocessor opens the cycle end contact; if 
more than one cycle has been programmed, it continues automatically.
UNLOAD: PWS veri es that the weight is higher than the quantity to unload, 
it executes the autotare and closes Set and Preset contacts and displays the 
weight increase. When the weight reaches the preset value the relative contact 
opens, and once it reaches the set value minus the fall value the Set contact 
opens. When the pause time has elapsed (max 999.9 sec.) it displays the 
weight in the container, memorises consumption, sends the batching data to 
the printer (if available) and sets to standby for a new start command.

PRESETSCRAP LOADSETCYCLE ENDPRESETSCRAP SET
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BATCHING 3 / 6 / 14 PRODUCTS P-WS 3/6/14 PRODOTTI

P-WS 3 PRODUCTS 12 Formulas
P-WS 6 PRODUCTS 12 Formulas
P-WS 14 PRODUCTS 9 Formulas

OPTIONS ON REQUEST:

- E: 9 / 12 formulas selection from external contacts

- EC: 9 / 12 formulas selection from external selector switch

- EC2: Selection 2 x 9 / 12 formulas from selector switch

- Power Supply 12 VDC  for P-WS 3 PRODUCTS

- Power Supply 24 VDC  for P-WS 3 PRODUCTS

- Power Supply 24 VDC  for P-WS 6 PRODUCTS

Main functions

- 3 / 6 Products versions: 12 formula memorization.      
- 14 Products version: 9 formula memorization.                                      
- Batching start via keyboard: it is possible to program form 1 to 9999 cycles.
- Automatic fall for each product.
- “Tapping” function: It is possible to select the slow-on and slow-o   times. 
- Option to execute the autotare on the  rst product.
- Consumption memorization for each product (x 10, x 100, x 1000).
- Current batching can be interrupted via keyboard or external contact.
- Possibility of printing of the constants, formulas and consumption via 

keyboard.
- Possibility of automatic printing of batching data, at the end of every cycle. 
- In the event of a power failure during batching, the microprocessor resumes 

batching from the point of interruption. 
- Pause of the batching by the keyboard. 
- 6 Products version is equipped with Slow contact for two-speed 

batching.

Operation:
By closing the Start contact or pressing the DOSA key the microprocessor 
starts batching and veri es that the approval contact is closed and the weight 
is lower than the minimum weight. It then executes the autotare, closes the 
contact of  rst product in the formula. If the slow value is set, when this 
value is reached the product contact is opened and closed according to the 
programmed work and pause times (“tapping”). For PWS 6 products, Slow 
contact will be closed. Once the programmed value minus the fall value is 
reached, the microprocessor opens the product contact and when the pause 
time has elapsed (max 999.9 sec.) it memorizes consumption and closes the 
contact of the next product (sum displaying  of single batched products), and 
so on through to the last product. Then the microprocessor closes the cycle 
end contact, which is reopened when the minimum weight is reached and 
after the safe emptying time has elapsed (max 999.9 sec.). Batching data are 
sent to the printer (if available). If more than one cycle has been programmed 
via the keyboard, batching starts again as soon as the approval contact is 
closed, or when the operator repeats the start command.
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BATCHING 3 / 6 / 14 PRODUCTSP-WS 3/6/14 PRODOTTI

/ 14 PRODUCTS

/ 6 PRODUCTS

/ 3 PRODUCTS
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